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ABSTRACT 
· The feasibility of an optical heterodyne tech
nique is studied 
which is intended for noncontacting measureme
nts of surface vibra-
tions. Previously, holographic techniques ha
ve been employed 
for such purposes, but this technique has the
 advantage of real 
tine measurements. 
Several systems are theoretically investigate
d leading to 
the system which was constructed and tested. 
This system ercploys 
envelope heterodyning (optical dem:>dulation) which is an
 added 
feature over other approaches.. Another· featu
re to be seen is 
that the distance to the surface under test d
oes not enter into 
the equations, thus no precise alignments are
 required. The 
theory of optical heterodyning and envelope h
eterodyning is pre-
sented. Sensitivity and signal - to - noise 
ratios are deter-
mined theoretically and c~ed with the expe
rircent. 
0 
The limit of sensitivity was around 20 A of v
ibrational 
arcplitude. 
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1, INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the feasibility study of an 
cptical probe used to measure small surface vibrations. The· 
system utilizes a Bragg cell to m:xiulate the light at 80 MHz 
and an electro-optic ccystal for deroodulatian. Info?II1ation on 
the surface vibration can be detennined fran the speckle field 
which is reflected fran a test object with a rough surface or 
fran specular reflection. The experirrental part of this study 
deals only with specular reflection. 
The report proceeds in the following order. In section 2, 
an overview of existing systens is presented. Section 3 inves-
tigates the speckle field and the requirement for its coherence. 
Section 4 contains the canplete theory of the optical heterodyne 
technique to be used in the measurement of surface vibrations. 
This includes discussions of the nooulating processes of the 
Bragg cell and the electro-optic crystal nodulator. Also, the 
derivation of the frequency carponents at the output of the sys-
ten is given which leads to the fonnula for finding the arrpli-
tude of the surface vibration. The carplete optical system is 
described along with the required detection electronics. Section 
5 contains the determination of the sensitivity and the signal -
to - noise ratio of the experimental system which is then 
c::mpared with the derived signal - to -·noise ratios of 
similar probes. In section 6, the system · constructed is pre-
sented and the test procedure is explained. The final section 
2 
presents the results and the final conclusions made. 
The system constructed was found to be capable of neasur-
ing surface vibrations on the order of tens of angstrans. In 
the report, ccnparisons are made to sytems enploying similar 
techniques. Though it was found that the sensitivities of the 
different systems do not vary greatly, the system presented in 
this paper is assuredly less catplex and possible less costly. 
---
---
-·---
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2; DvERvrEW OF ExISTING SYSTEMS 
Acoustic surface wave arrplitude and phase measurarents are 
a concern in the investigation of acoustic systems. A need for 
these measurerrents has arisen in certain nondestructive testing 
applications. Prior to the developoont of the optical prooe, 
the instnmients that were available to make such measurements 
were a piezoelectric point probe and a probe which is electro-
statically coupled to the neasurenent surface 1. Both these tech-
·-ques--have-canplicating disacivanfages, such as: (1) requfrethe 
maintenance of a constant pressure, (2)limited to relatively 
low frequencies, (3)the electrostatically coupled probe is appli-
cable only when the neasurement !tedium is piezoelectric, and 
( 4) the use of any tangible probe is bound to perturb the acous-
tic field distribution to sane extent which is not readily knCMn. 1 
'!he optical prooe does not have these disadvantages, it has a 
negligible e£fect on the surface wave. 
The basic principle for all optical prooes is that a laser 
beam reflected fran a surface is phase-roodulated by the test 
surface displacements. The phase-m:xlulated optical signal must 
be converted to an anplitude roodulated electrical signal which 
retains the phase infonnation. Since photodetectors are insen-
sitive to optical phase, the conversion to arrpli tude m:xiulation 
must take place in the optical system by neans of saoo fonn of 
interferareter. 1 A carrier frequency ma.y be introduced to im-
4 
prove system stability and facilitate electronic signal proces-
sing. Since there are many fonns of interferaooters and many 
different ways to .inplement a carrier frequency if so desired, 
many different optical systems have been developed to ftmction 
as an optical probe. All of these systems can be represented 
synoolically by Fig 2.1, (fran De La Rue, et.al., reference 1). 
All the optical probes are based on sare fonn of an inter-
ferateter, therefore the laser beam is split into a signal beam 
'S' and a reference beam 'R', as shown in Fig. 2 •. 1. Depending 
. ---on-the-choice<:>f-systans, eacli of these beams may or may not 
be phase rcodulated by a carrier frequency ~. The test sar11?le 
ncdulates the signal beam at frequency f s and this optical signal 
is directed to the photodetector. The reference beam may also 
be ncdulated at f for particular optical systems. Finally, s 
the signal and reference beams are recanbined on the photo-
detector surface. 
Expressions for the detected arcplitudes of the signal and 
reference beams can be readily obtained using the block diagram 
in Fig. 2.1. The factors as and ar are introduced to accotmt 
for the attenuations in S and R as a result of losses in various 
optical carp:>nents and ncdulators. Then, assuming the phase 
ncdulation at frequency w to take the fonn of a cyclic optical s 
path variation, the detected amplitudes Sd and Rd can be written 
in the fonn given by eq. 2.1. * 
sd =as exp i[k{L +o cos(w t+e )}-(w 0+ow. )t] S S S S S 
- 0 (2.1) Rd= arR exp i[k{Lr+orcos(wst+6r)}-(w 0+q'"b)t] 
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'lba variables in Sl • 2.1 hava the fall.ad.ng l!1811JUD38: 
S (and R)athe initial aaplit\D! of the signal (and 
reference)" wna, nrozma.Ji Ed so that the initial pcM!r in· the signal (and mfer-ence) beam is SS* (and RR*). 
wo•Jaser frequency· 
w8~ of ~ object v:ihratial. 
~ =carrier frequency 
L
8 
and Lr =signal and J:eference beam path lengths 
o and o =test-.object and reference phase modtllating s r ~littms at frequenC'j f s 
. o s =aq,IitiD:i-6£ nomal taJ:get surface vibratial o ~ reference beam. phase llDiu.lat:i.ai r- aaplitme {analogous to o 
9
). 
p and q- -1, 0, + l, depending ai the switch posit:i.ai in Fig. 2.1. 
p (or· q) a -1, da,msh:i.ftincr of R (or S). by fa_ p(or q)= 0, no frequency shifting of R(or'"1S) p(or q).•· +l, upsh:i.fting of R(or S) by ~ 
k.scptical prcpagat:i.al ccnst:ant 
a and CJr aattenuatiai factors of signal am .z:eference 9 be as 
(*note: same notatiai used in Reference l). 
The light intensity, Nd' is then given by: 
. ....... 
. Nd cc (Sd+Rd) (Sd*+Rd*). (2.2) 
By replacing~, 2.1 into eq. 2.2, multiplying out the teens 
and using various trigaiamtric identities, a mre interesting 
fmm for Nd can be found: 
Nd«(a. 2S2+a 2R2 }+a. a. SR(2~2ko {sin(q,+u, t+6 )+sin(<rf,&l t-6 } s r s. r . s s s s s 
+2k6 {sin · (<fmu t+e }+sin (4>-u.1 t-8 ) } ) (2. 3) r s r s r 
7 
·~. 
I 
where cf>=\(Ls-Lr)+(q-p)u,,t. In eq. 2.3 it has been asstmed that 
ko <<" and ko <<l since the aI11?litudes of vibrations of inte-s r 
rest are fractions of the laser wavelength. A carplete analysis 
fo.t the derivation of eq. 2. 3 for the exper.unental system inves-f gated in this :report can be found in appendix B. 
Note fran eq. 2.3 that there are carp:ments of the light 
at several frequencies. Depending upon the values of p and q, 
one of the frequency carponents will have an aI11?litude directly 
proportional to o • The type of systan developed for particular 5 
values of p and q can be categorized into two divisions: an op-
tical harodyne system and an optical heterodyne system. For 
the haoodyne technique (p-q)=O, which results in a system where 
the signal and reference beams at the detector are the s~ fre-
quency but different phase. For the heterodyne technique 
(p-q)iO, which results in a system where Sd and Rd are at dif-
ferent frequencies causing 'mixing' to occur at the detector. 
This generally means that a carrier frequency was introduced 
into the system. 
An overview of the nost camon optical probe systems can 
be found in Table 2.1 (fran De La Rue, et.al., Reference 1). 
Both hcm:xlyne and heterodyne techniques are included. The se-
cond and fourth columns are concerned with a carrier frequency . 
rrcdulation inp:)sed on the beam and if so, whether the detected 
frequency is shifted fran the acoustic frequency. Shifting of 
the detected frequency can be an inp:,rtant advantage because 
it allows discrimination between spurious signals and the 
8 
aH>ARISOO OF PR>BE SYS'I'EM.9 
Output signal Output signal 
System(see Refer- frequency- independent of 
P.rooe Fig. 2.1) enoe shifted q,tical phase? Caments 
1 (p-q)Cl\, =O 2 no no Requires optical-path-length 
15r==O CCl'ltrol loop for acceptable 
e.g. 'haoodyne' stability;phase reference by 
carparison with electrooic Ws 
signal;usable at ws dQwn to DC 
2 'Haood:yne' no no Optoaooustic piase cmparisai 
(p-q)11tJ=O requires a transducer to vib-
15r7'0 rate reference mirror; refer-
ence and signal-vibration am-
plitooes must be egual;need 
(. \.0 pathlength control loq;,;usable 
at wa down to DC 
3 (p-q)yo yes yes Sinple receiver.Frequency shif 
15dO gives chog>er effect;electroni 
e.g.Bragg ·filtering problems at lar1 Wsi 
cell reference am signal-vibration 
he~e anplitwes 111JSt be equal 4 yes no Coherent detectiai, but not (p-q 0 
15 -o phase-stable;frequency shift 1: . local oscil- . gives (radiative) clq;>per ef-
later signal fect;electronic filtering pro-
electronically blS'(Lg at lar1 ws 
derived 
5 (p-qjwfio thir: yes yes Phase-stable coherent detec-
15 =O paper, tion;frequency-shifting chop-
~cally derived 1,3 per effect;filter problems at l.o." ,e.g.Bragg lar1 ws ;output signal can be 
cell heterodyne CXlll)ellsated fer variatiais in 
optical intensi~ 
CCJ,,1PARIS0N OF PROBE SYSTEMS ( continued) 
Output signal output signal Systern(see Refer- frequency- independent of Probe Fig. 2.1) ence shifted optical phase? Coorrents 
6 {to yes yes Optical cavity gives much (p-q}Wl) =O no greater sensitivity;low fre-R=O 
quency shift used to give pick-e.g.Fab:ry-
up rejection;autanatic-spacing-Perot 
control loop essential;no re-
ference beam required;usable 
at low ws;broadband spatial-
frequen~ capability 
7 (p-q)~ =w~ 3 no yes Poor perfonnance at low w ; . s I-' near- el narrowband spatial-frequency 0 e.g.knife capability;quantitative ampli-edge tude rreasur~ts diffucult; 
signal-amplitude is orienta-
tion dependent;zero-order and 
1st-order beams are reference 
and signal beams, respectively; 
alignment of these beams is 
autanatic 
8 (p-q)~ =ws no no Acoustic surface wave gives far-field frequency-dependent beam-split-recanbination ting angle;has highest fre-
quency capability 
Table 2.1 Compa!U6on 06 pJc.obe .6y-6.t.e.m&. 1 
desired optoacoustically generated signal.
1 The second colmin 
also indicates whether the reference beam is phase irodulated at 
frequency ws which is used to give an acoustic wave phase refer-
ence. The fifth column gives infonnation on whether or not the
 
final signal is dependent on undesired optical phase variations 
which can be due to vibrations, thennal elCpallSion, etc •• 
Both harodyne and Fabry-Perot probes (probes 1, 2, and 6) 
may be used at low frequencies. These probes require an optical
. 
path length control loop to maintain stability. In these probes
, 
acoustic phase is rost readily ~asured by carparing the detec-
ted signal phase to the signal source phase. The near-field · 
probe (probe 7) is sinple and rugged but ther are a mmoor of 
disadvantages. For one, quantitative arcpli tude rooasurenents 
are diffucul t because the signal arrpli tude is dependent upon· 
orientation. Also, the probe is ineffective at relatively low 
frequencies since this inplies inconveniently long focal length
s 
for the lens' used in the optical set-up. Yet, the upper limit
 
an frequency, ws' is determined by the spatial frequency at 
which the diffraction orders separate out, i.e. for a lens of 
focal length 0.25 an and acoustic wave velocity of 3x1Q
3 m/s, 
the upper frequency limit is 2 GHz.
1 The far field probe (probe 
8), where the zero diffraction order and first diffraction order 
are super.inposed at the photodetector in the far field, has the 
highest frequency capability which is only limited by current 
available photodetectors. Its principle advantage is in situa-
11 
'tions where high frequencies must be measured which would re-
quire optical canponents to be located inconveniently close to 
the surface in the other probes. In the heterodyne probes 
(probes 3, 4, and 5) , separation of the sideband at frequency 
(q-p)°b±ws fran the carrier becanes exceedingly diffucult as ws 
is !<:Mered. The problem is magnified at la,, frequencies since 
the carrier ~li tude is ItU.1ch greater than the infonnation-cany-
ing sideband ~litude. The upper frequency limit for these 
probes is higher than irost of the other probes (except probe 8) 
and is similar to that of the near field probe (probe 7). 
The type of probe investigated in this report is probe 5 
using an optically derived local oscillator, which was inple-
mented with a Bragg cell. De La Rue, et.al., in Reference 1, 
chose probe 5 also for their experiments because "it requires 
the :rrost crnplex detection electronics, but provides the rrost 
versatile and precise infonnation acquisition and display sys-
1 . 
tern. " For the sake of carp3.rison, optical set-ups for De La 
1 Rue' s probe and exanples of probe types 1, 5, and 7 can be 
found in appendix A. A variation upon probe 5 was investigated 
which entailed optical denodulation using an electro-optic cry-
stal. This was included in the system which was constructed 
and tested, as described in detail further on in the report. 
Using this variation, it was found that the car;,lexi ty of the 
detection electronics was notably reduced. 
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3. SPECULAR REFLECTION VS, SPECKLE FIELD 
Optical detection of surface vibrations 
is based on the 
assunption that the laser light reflecte
d fran the surface is 
ooherent. For the sake of generality, t
he surface is assumed 
to be rough. If the surface is sroooth, 
i.e. a mirror, then the 
reflected light is coherent. This sectio
n discusses coherence 
and specular reflection, the speckle fie
ld, which is an inter-
ference pattem fonred when laser light 
illuminates a rough 
surface, and what can be said about the 
coherence of the speckle 
field. 
3.1 Specular Reflection 
~ light exhibits two types of cohere
nce: -6pa;t;i.a1. cohe-
rence and tempolta.R.. coherence. Spatial coh
erence characterizes 
the spatial variation .in coherence acros
s the wavefronts in the 
direction transverse to the propagation 
direction. A light wave 
which exhibits spatial coherence infers 
that knowledge of the 
electric field at one point on the wave 
at time t, yields infor-
mation alx>ut the electric field at every
 po.int on the wave at the 
sane time t. Temporal coherence refers
 to the correlation be-
tween the wave at one point and the wave
 at the same point at 
a later time. Thus, for a light wave w
hich derconstrates tempo-
ral coherence, infonnation about the ele
ctric field at a point 
on the wave at time t implies the value
 of the electric field 
at that point for all time after t.
4 
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Specular reflection refers to reflection fran a mirror. 
When laser light is reflected £ran a mirror, the coherence of 
the light is maintained. This is because each po.int on the wave 
is reflected in phase £ran a mirror and, as can be inferred fran 
the above discussion, this does not affect the spatial and tan-
poral coherence of the laser light. The coherence of light is 
an inportant concern in this report since a strong degree of 
coherence is necessary to produce a clear interference pattern. 
Detections of variations in the interference pattern will lead 
to the desired infonnation. The coherence of light reflected 
off a rough surface is not so easily guaranteed, this is ex-
plained in the following discussion. 
3.2 Speckle Field 
When laser light is reflected fran a rough surface, one usually 
notices a peculiar tecture to the light - a sparkling or speckled 
pattern. This pattern is referred to as la.6 eJz. -6 pe.c.k.e.e. and is 
due to interference. Each point on the surface scatters the 
light as a spherical wave and thus the surface can be approxi-
mated by a collection of a large number of closely packed point 
sources. Because of the roughness of the surface, the relative 
phases of these point sources are randan though they are constant 
in tine if the surface is not nnving. Thus, if the reflected 
field is viewed on a screen, at any given point there are wave 
contributions fran a mm1ber of different points on the illumi-
14 
nated surface, each with a randan phase. The superposition of 
these waves can have a very large or very small net electric 
field. · The result is an interference pattem that is highly 
irregular - the speckle field. (~ee Fig 3.1). 
A discussion of the restrictions for coherence of the 
speckle field is the next logical step. Consider a light source 
nade up of many na.rrCM, closely-packed point sources (Fig. 3.2). 
For 2y on the order of 11. or larger, the waves in directions 1, 
2, and 3 are independent of one another and the resulting radi-
ation is incoherent. The light source in Fig. 3. 2 can be repr~ 
sented by a series of single radiating plane elements of total 
width 2y; this is clarified by the hash marks in Fig. 3. 3. Every 
single plane elem3nt is able to change its phase. Thus, for 
the resulting wave in direction 1, only the anplitude changes 
regardless of which elerent on 2y is changing phase. This is 
not the case for the oblique directions, such as 2 or 3. For 
these directions there is an additional phase difference which 
depends upon which element is phase changing. The difference 
in the paths for the directions 1&2 or 1&3 have the same maxi-
mum value; t:i.s2=t:i.s3=2ysinu, regar
dless of relation to the upper 
rcost or lCMer rrost plane elem:mt. 
Statistically, the path differences have the same average 
value: Lls2=t:i.s3=~(2ysinu}. The sum of these two avera
ge values 
is l:i.s=2ysinu. This dependent path difference, /:i.s, fran the 
15 
~2 
-L~. ~ 
~i! ------ 1 
3 
Fig. 3.2. Ugh:t ~owc.c.e. made. u.p 06 many equal 6Jt.e.qu.enc.y 
poi..n:t 40u/tc.e.6 w.ltJt. lta.ndom p~ e.6. 
Fig. 3. 3 To dw.ve. .the. c.ohe1r.enc.e. Jt.el.a;i;i.on. 
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location of the plane elements can only be neglected if 
lls=2Ysinu<<>./2. 5 Thus a light source of diamater 2y as shown 
in Fig. 3.2 can be. replaced by a point source only for the 
radiation pattem within a bomided angle 2u, where 2y and u 
must fulfill the following inequality: 
2ysinu<<A/2 . (3.1) 
Eq. 3 .1 is defined as the c.a hell.enc.e. Jtei.a..tia n. 
5 If the coherence 
:relation is fulfilled then the radiation is said to be coherent. 
In light of the above discussion, the reflection of laser 
light fran a rough surface can be thought of as a light source 
as shown in Fig. 3.2. It is noted fran the coherence relation 
(eq. 3.1) that the diam:?ter 2y plays a large role in the atten!)t 
to get a clear interference pattern. Thus, to ensure coherent 
speckles, the laser light, may be focused onto the surface mak_. 
ing 2y very small. Also, the solid angle within which detec-
tion will occur should be small. This assures that 2ysinu is 
much less than A/2 thus fulfilling the coherence relation. If 
this can be accarplished, then the light within a speckle is 
coherent and such an individual speckle can be projected an the 
photcx:letector and brought to interference with the reference 
beam. 
17 
4, OPTICAL HETERODYNE DETECTION 
In section 2 (OVerview of Existing Systems), a block di-
agram of a general optical heterodyne system was depicted. Se-
veral different types of probes were discussed and a probe was 
chosen for investigation for which a carrier frequency is im-
pressed on the beam. In this section the design of such a par-
ticular optical heterodyne detection system will be presented •. 
This will include the description of special optical carp::>nents, 
the derivation of the arcplitudes of detected frequency ccrrp:>-
nents, and the optical set-up. This system also includes a 
detection scheme of 'envelope heterodyning' , which does not 
seen to have been used before. 
4.1 Optical Cacp:ments of Special Interest 
Before describing the optical system it is necessary to 
have an understanding of the special optical CCJll)Onents which 
are used in the system. These are the Bragg cell and a light 
ncdulator which uses the linear electro-optic effect in a 
crystal. 
4.1.A The Bragg Cell 
The Bragg cell is an aco~to-optic cell which may be used 
to divide a light beam into several beams with different fre-
quencies and directions. If·· a standing acoustic wave is pre-
18 
sent in a medium then a spatially periodic gradient in the re-
fractive index of the medium is created which is proportional 
to the acoustic wavelength. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. 
Using a. geanetric analysis of the pathlength difference between 
abc and a'b'c', an equation for the angle of the reflected beam 
. is found 
(4.1) 
where ).=wavelength of laser light in ·the medium. Note that when 
the air-cell-air interface is accounted for a similar eqaation 
is arrived at 
(4. 2) 
where Ao is the wavelength of the light in air and cj>k is the 
angle at the output of the Bragg cell. The interfaces are ver-
tical in Fig. 4 .1. If the incident angle of the light is such 
that the pathlength difference is A, then eq. 4. 2 becanes 
cpk = sin -i (). 0/2).a) • (4.3) 
This is called the Bragg angle. 
Now consider that the acoustic waves are travelling through 
the rrediurn. Thus, each point on the incoming wavefront sees a 
periodic change in the refractive index where the refractive 
index is changing at a rate proportional to the velocity of 
the acoustic waves and consequently the acoustic frequency. 
This changing index of refraction results in m::xiulation of the 
output angle. Thus, if an optical detector is placed at a 
fixed position to receive the acoustic carrier m::xiulated 
19 
reflected light, the ~teeter wo
uld observe anplitude roodulated 
light proportional to the acoust
ic frequency. The frequency 
of the reflected beam for an ang
le, <Pk, is given by 
fk = fo± kfa 
(4.4) 
where f O = laser frequency and fa
 = acoustic frequency. If 
the incident beam intersects the 
acoustic waves at the Bragg 
angle, cpb, and nore than a full acous
tic wavelength is traver-
sed by the light path, then the l
ight intensity tends to be 
concentrated in the reflected lig
ht beam with frequency 
(4. 5) 
As a final note on the Bragg cell
, the intensity of the 
light in each reflected beam dep
ends on several parameters in-
cluding the cell dimensions, the 
acoustic and light frequencies, 
the acousto-optical naterial, th
e electrical power used to 
drive the transducer, and the an
gle between the acoustic wave-
fronts and the incident beam. F
or this experiment a Bragg 
cell was obtained for 80 MHz nmu
lation of 632. 8 nm laser light 
(HeNe laser wavelength) • The Bragg cell
 was operated at the 
Bragg angle and the intensity of
 the zero-order and first-
order beams was controlled by va:
cying the electrical pcmer 
to drive the transducer, see Fig
. 4.2. 
20 
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laser 
light 
). saccustic 
-----------.....,~-'ffl"'-~~-.------ra-=wavelength 
' / 
' 
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4.1.B Electro-optic Crystal M
odulator 
In this section, a sumnary.of the operat
ion of an-electro-
c.ptic roodulator will be described. 
An atterrpt will be made to 
be brief since canprehensi ve discus
sions of electro-optic roodu-
lators and the particular irodulator
 used for this experiment 
can be found in the thesis reports of
 J.R. Regazzi and R.T. 
O'Hara written for Lehigh Universit
y. 718 For nore in depth 
infoD1lation, the reader is referred 
to these papers. 
The electro-optic m:xlulator is base
d on the linear electro-
c.ptic effect (Poeckels effect) . This effec
t causes .the index 
of refraction of a suitable ccystal
 to be linearly dependent 
upon an external electric field, sp
ecifically, the index of 
refraction will change at the zoodu
lation rate of the electric 
field. A 'suitable crystal' has op
tical characteristics of a 
crystal when ~e is no extemal f
ield, i.e ... it is birefringent, 
each direction of propagation has o
nly two pemri.ssilile polari-
zations of light which are mutually
 perpendicular and travel 
at different phase velocities. The
 velocities are given by n0 
and n, the ordinary and extraordin
ary indices of refraction. 
e 
When an external field is applied, 
n
0 
and ne are slightly 
changed in proportion to the field. 
Generally the two changes 
are different. Thus, a linearly po
larized light beam incident 
upon such a ccystal is split into m
utually perpendicular CCJllfO-
nents dependent upon the orientatio
n of the birefringent axes. 
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F.ach canponent will see a different refractive index and thus 
travel at different velocities, resulting in relative phase 
retardation which· is proportional to the applied electric 
field. 
Fig. 4. 3 is a schematic diagram showing how arrpli tude 
mxlulation is achieved by phase retardation in an electro-
optic crystal nodulator. The input light wave to the crystal 
can be considered to split into ~ carqx,nent fields given by 
E . and E . as shown in Fig. 4.4. Note, the wave is travelling 
X1 y1 
in the z-direction. The fields are given in general by 
E, 
E , = .2 sin (wt-a· z) ." and 
Xl. /2 X 
E. 
1 E . - - sin ( wt- 6 z) yi ./2 ·y 
where S z and S z are the phase delays prcxluced by the diffe-
x y 
rent indices of refraction of the ordinary and extraordinary 
rays. At the output of the crystal, the field is given by 
E0 = (Exo + Eyo> / 12 
where ExO and EyO are the respective field catp:,nents in the 
x and y directions at the output. Assuming no attenuation 
through the crystal, the output is given by: 
E0= ~i [ sin(wt-Sxzo) + sin(wt-Syzo). J 
where the output is defined at z = z o • But this output is 
(4. 6) 
(4. 7) 
(4. 8) 
oriented in the sane direction as the input and with the output 
polarizer 90° fran the input - there will be no output after 
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the polarizer. Max:innJm output will occur when the phase retar-
datian of one aJtpOnent, for exarcple Ex' is 180° fran input to 
output. In this case, Ex is negative fran the chosen input re-
ference and 4. 8 becanes 
Ea= Ei [ -sin(wt-Sxzo) + sui(wt-Syz0)] • 
2 (4. 9) 
letting S zo=e+f /2, 13 zo=S-f/2, and t'=t-6/w and using trigonanetric X y 
cperations 4.9 takes the fom: 
Ea= Ei sin(f/2)coswt' • (4. la} 
'!he .intensity of the output light is proportional to the square 
of the field: 
(4.11} 
'!'he presence of the cos 2wt' teDn indicates that at nost half-
power on the average will be passed through the cross polarizer. 
Ietting N0 be the maximum output, 4 .11 becates 
N = N0 sin
2 (f/2) 
The above discussion has been a. s:ilrple derivation of tile 
static m:rlulation curve ( 4 .12} • For briefness, results fran 
(4.12) 
O'Hara' s thesis will be used here. Considering r as the phase 
shift between ordinary and extraordinary waves and wm as the 
ncdulating frequency, it was fotmd that F.q. 4 .12 could be written 
in the folla-,ing fonn: 
N ·2(Mrr. 
- = Sl.Il - SJJ1Lu t N0 2 rn 
+ B7T) (4.13) 
where M and B are defined in Fig. 4. 5. Note that the nanencla-
ture used here is taken fran Eq. (7) of Dr. Eberhardt.' s Surrmary 
in the report titled "A Study of CW - LIDAR" g. 
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If the bias coefficient, B, is equal to~ which
 would require 
biasing at V = (~) 7f and the mxlulation coefficient, M, is equ
al 
to 1, then 100% IOOdulation is achievable betwee
n N = N0 and 
N = 0. This is ha-I the mxlulator is used in th
e system de-
scribed in section 4. 3. Note that for this case
, the output 
-is approximately linearly rrcdulated at the inpu
t nDdulation 
frequency. 
As a final note, the electro-optic crystal nDdu
lator will 
be used to darodulate the signal. Physically, 
the process of 
deloodulation is aca::rtplished the same way as m:xiu
lation_in the 
crystal, except that dem:x:lulation generates hig
h frequency can-
ponents which must be filtered out. Analytical
ly, irodulation 
and derrodulation are accatplished by multiplica
tion of a sinu-
soid. Thus the Bragg cell will be used to m:xiu
late the laser 
light and the electro-optic m::xiulator will be u
sed to daoodulate 
the optical signal. 
4.2 Derivation of Frequency Carp::ments 
As described in section 2, a probe for which a 
carrier fre-
quency is impressed on the light beam results in 
the rost ver-
satile system but also the rost canplex electro
nics. Because 
of this disadvantage, it was decided to optical
ly dem:rlulate 
the beam using the electro-optic mxlulator and 
thus reduce the 
carplexi ty of the detection electonics. The Br
agg cell is used 
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to nDdulate the beam and the electro-op
tic mxlulator to dero-
dulate the beam. Since these two device
s are approx.:i.mately 
linear, sinple m:xlulation theo:cy is us
ed. 
4.2.A. Light Intensity after Bragg
 Cell f.txiulation 
·For the optical system described in th
is report, it was 
decided to use-the zero-o:r:der beam fran
 the Bragg cell as the 
signal beam and the first-order beam as
 the reference. This 
choice was made to smplify constructio
n of the optical system. 
Based on this decision, p and q are se
t to O and + l in equation 
2;. l. Also, for this type of probe or 
= 0. Thus eq. 2 .1 can be 
written to reflect this particular sys
tem: 
Sd=a.9S ~ i[k{Ls+o9sin(w9t+83
)}-w0t] 
Rd=a.rR ~ i[kLr-(w0~)t] 
(4.14) 
where all parameters have the scam: def
inition as given for eq. 
2.1, except~ can na,, be interpreted a
s the Bragg cell frequency. 
After the signal and reference beams ha
ve been oombined, the 
light intensity is given by: 
Replacing eqs. 4.14 into 4.15, Imlltiply
ing through, and using 
sinple trigonanetric identities, eq. 4.1
5 becares 
(4.15) 
Nda: a 2S 2+a 2R2+2a a SRcos [w. t+<j)+ko sin (w t+a } ] (
4.16) 
s r sr o 
s s s 
where <t>=k(L -L ). s r 
Using trigonanetric product relations, 
the last tenn in eq. 4.16 
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can be written in the following fo.tm: 
c:os[~t+cp+ko8sin(w8 t+e5 ) ]= 
(4.17) 
oos<f> [~t·cos (kossin(w8 t+e8 ) )-s~t·sin(ko6 sin(wst+
8 5 ))] 
-sin<f>[s~t·cos (ko 5sin(w5t+89 ) )+co~t sin(
ko6 sin(wst+88 ))]. 
At this po:int, an expansion fonnula must be introduced. 
· For· small x, the following Fourier series can be written 
cos (xsine) = J O (x) + 2J 2 (x) c:os28 + 2J 4 (x) c:
os48 + • • • 
sin (xsine) = 2J 1 (x) sine + 2J 3 (x) sin38 + • • • 
Since it is desired to use the probe to rreasure small vibra-
(4.18.) 
tions, then o is small and eqs. 4 .18 can be used in eq. 4 .17. s 
Thus eq. 4 .17 becanes 
Nd« as 2S2+ar2R2+2asarsRJ0 (kos) [sin4>·s~t+cos<f>•cos'1bt] 
+2a5arsRJ1 (ko5 ) [sin4>{sin( (~ +w5 )t+85)+sin ( (~
 -ws)t-e
5
)} 
-cos4>{cos ( (~ -w5 ) t-e5)-cos ( (~ +w5 ) t+e 5 )}] • (
4.19) 
The ·higher order tenns have been neglected since the higher or-
der Bessel functions becare very small with a small argument. 
Using eq. 4 .19 the pc,,1er in each of the frequency caipo-
nents can. be found. The power is proportional to the arrpli-
tude squares, for exanple, the power in the carrier frequency 
carponent is given by 
P a: [2a. a SRJ0 (ko ) ] 
2 [ (sin4>) 2+ (cos$·) 2 ]=4a 2a 2S2R2 J 0
2 (ko ) • 
c sr s s r 
s 
Similarly, the power in each of the sidebands is 
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(4.20) 
(4.21) 
Before proceeding to darodulation
 of this signal, it is 
noteworthy that the power in the
 frequency ccnp::>nents is inde-
pendent of cp which represents the 
pathlength difference between 
the signal and reference beams w
ithout object viliration. This 
is a sw:prising and advantageous r
esult since this inplies that 
extrema precision is not necessa
J:Y in the physical optical set-
up in tenns of pathlengths. Als
o, note that this result cor-
responds to Table 2.1 which states
 that the output signal is 
independent of optical phase for
 prabe type S. 
4.2.B. Envelope Heterodyning·
 
The teD'n e.nvel.ope. he-teJtodynbig is u
sed to describe the 
process of a ncdulated light bea
m sent through a second nndula-
tor at a slightly different rcod
ulation frequency, w • This m 
process could also. be called dem
:xlulation but is nore properly 
described by envelope heterodyni
ng. 9 The output will have an 
anplitude m:xlulated carponent at
 the difference frequency, 
~ - wm • 
. The seoond m:xfulator is .inq:)lemented wit
h the electro-optic 
n:cdulator operated in its linear reg
ion. Recall that the electro-
q;,tic rcodulator has .a nodulation
 characteristic described by: 
sin 2 ( 1 sinwm t+B7T) ' (4
.22) 
where wm ·is the rrcdulating frequ
ency. Using sinple rrodulation 
theory, the frequency response of t
he signal described in eq. 
4.19 is found by multiplying eq. 
4.19 by eq. 4.22. Cany:ing out 
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the multiplication and using trigonanetric product relations, 
the following expression is derived for the light intensity 
after envelope heterodyning: 
Nd(eh)a: ! - ~ cosBrr•J0 ') + XsinB1r•J1 (~ )sinumt 
and 
+ Y(sin<j)s~t + cos<f>co~t) (1 - cosBrr•J0f» 
+ 2YsinBrr•J1.~~){sin<1>[cos(wm~)t - cos(wm~)t] 
+cos<f>[sin(wm~)t + sin(wm~)t]} 
+ z { sin<t> [ sin ( (w. +w ) t+6 ). +sin ( (w. -w ) t-e ) ] 0 S S O S S 
-cos<t> [ cos ( (w. -w ) t-e ) -cos ( (w. +w ) t+e ) ] } ( 1-cosBtr• J (Mn-) ) OS S OS S 02 
· + ZsinBrr •J 1 ~) sirup { cos ( (U\n, -w s) t-8 s)-cos ( (wm ~ +w5 ) t-e s) 
+cos( (wm,+w5 )t+e5 )-cos( (wm~ -w5 )t-es)} 
+ ZsinB1r • Ql ~2 ) cos4> { sin ( (w +tu. -w ) t-8 ) +sin ( (w -w. +w ) t+e ) m -.o s s m o s s 
-sin((w +w.+w )t+e )-sin((w +w.-w )t-8 )} (4.23) 
m o s s m -b s s 
X = (a 252 + a 2R2) 
s r 
Y = a a SRJ0(ko) s r s 
Z = a a SRJ1(ko) . s r s 
The above lengthy equation was ~eluded to shcM all the fre-
quency carp:>nents in the nodulated light beam after passing 
through the electro-optic zoodulator. This is based on trun-
cation of the series expansion, rrore carp:ments of small arrpli-
tude arise if higher order tenns are included. It is necessary 
to detennine which frequency catp)nents contain the desired in-
fonnation and are useful. This can be obtained by developing 
the frequency spectrum. The frequency spectrum after the Bragg 
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cell mxiulation is shc:Mn in Fig. 4. 6, where a ratio between the 
anplitudes of the carrier frequency (fb) caq;x,nent and either· 
of the sidebands ( ~+f5 or ~-fs) will result. in the de
sired 
infonnation. Note that the infonnation is in a high frequency 
range, approximately ~ = 80 MHz, for which a sensitive photo-
detector is hard to find. After passing through the electro-
optic m:xfulator, in one of the canponents the infonnation is 
shifted dcMn by f , as shc:Mn in Fig. 4. 7. Though higher fre-m 
quency carponents also are generated, all of the info.DIiation 
needed is oontained in the spectrum sham in Fig. 4. 7. In 
practice, the high frequency carponents are filtered out. Fran 
Fig. 4. 7, it is easily recognized that the desired infoitnation 
can be found fran a ratio of the amplitudes of the fm-fb ccnqx,-
nent and the fm-fb-fs (or fm-~+fs) carp:,nent. 
Using eq. 4.23 the power in these frequency canponents 
are readily fatmd. The power in the fm-~ c~ent is given 
by: 
and s:ilnilarly, the pc:wer in either of the sidebands is: 
p 
m-b-s a: A[a. a SRJ1(~•M,r) sinBrr•J1 (ko ) ] 
2 
• 
(m-b+-s) s r s 
(4. 24) 
(4. 25) 
Since os is small; then J 0 (ko5 )~1 and the power ratio
 is found 
tobe 
Pm-b-s 
pm-b 
= 
(4.26) 
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Fig. 4.6 F~equeney 4peetltwn ant~ Blta..gg cell 
mo dula;t:.i_o n. 
Fig. 4. 7 f~equeney 4pec;t!Lwn ant~ the ~y4t.af_ 
modulato~. 
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In eqs. 4. 24 and 4. 25, 'A' · is the attenuatiai of the electro-
~c m:>dulator. 
The surprisingly sinple result in eq. 4.26 leads to a 
straightforward detection process to find cS • After the beam s 
. has passed through the electro-optic roodulator, a photodetector 
IIUlSt be used to convert the signal to electric current. If w m 
is chosen to be within a close proximity of ~, then the infor-
mation is in a low frequency range. Thus, a photanultiplier 
can be used since it is efficient with a low noise level at 
l.ow frequencies. The detection electronics will be discussed 
further On in the report, but for 'IlCM it Will suffice to state 
that the frequency C0'!1?0Ilents needed are readily filtered out. 
The pa,1er in these ~ents, P b and P b- , are proper-
. 
m- m- s 
tiorial to the detected current. 
Recognizing that for X < 0. 4 the following equation is 
accurate to two decimal places 
J (x) -~ Y./2 1 
and letting k = 2rr/>- 0 where Ao is· the laser wavelength, the 
follcwing equation for cS is derived: s 
cS = 2Ao [ Pm-b-s ) 35 
s 'IT p . 
m-b 
Note that a table could just as well have been used to find 
J 1 (kcS ) but cS is small enough to justify using eq. 4. 27
. 
s s 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
The above derivation has proved that theoretically a small 
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surface vibration is detectable using an optical heterodyne 
system. By also using envelope heterodyning., the result in eq. 
4. 28 shews only two measurements need to be made, specifically, 
the power at the difference frequency and its sideband. A can-
plete description of the optical·system and related electronics 
foll<:MS directly in section 4. 3. 
4.3 Description of Optical System and Detection Electronics 
Based on the discussion in section 2 of a general optical 
heterodyne system and the description of special optical CXJD-
ponents and the theory of optical heterodyning developed in 
sections 4 .1 and 4. 2, the optical set-up can nON be drawn, see 
Fig. 4.8. 
4. 3.A. Optical System 
The Bragg cell is pti,lered by an 80 MHz oscillator which 
is Jroni tared by a frequency counter. The cell rccdulates the 
incaning laser light and thus produces the zero-order and first-
order beams which are used for the signal and reference beams, 
respectively. In order for the first-order beam to be rccdu-
lated exactly by the acoustic frequency (eq. 4.5), the cell 
IlU.lSt be tilted at the Bragg angle. 
The lens is used to focus the signal beam onto the test 
object to assure the coherence of the speckle field at the 
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HP 35688 
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detector, as discussed in section 3. The two beams are then 
super:inposed at the beamspli tter. An effort was made to make 
tl)e pathlengths approximately equal, but as shown earlier, 
the pathlengths are not critical. 
A small portion of the super:inposed light beam is reflec-
ted by a glass plate and is directed to a N camera. The pur-
pose of the N canera is two-fold. The 'N screen allows view-
ing of the speckle field and pennits focusing the signal beam 
onto a section of the test abject where the speckles appear to 
be larger and nore well-defined. Larger speckles are desirable 
because it facilitates detection within a single speckle where 
the light is coherent. Viaring of the signal and reference 
fields on the N screen also provides a s.inple way of adjusting 
the light intensity of the beams. This is accarplished by vary-
ing the pa-,er provided to the Bragg cell. It is desirable to 
have the intensities of the two fields equal. COnsider that 
the total intensity is nonnalized to 1. 0 and recalling that the 
pao1er in each of the frequency carponents is proportional to 
a. Sa R, then the maximum pa,rer theoretically obtainable in each~ 
s r 
of these carp:>nents will occur when ass = a.rR = 0.5. Note, frc:m 
the result given in eq. 4.28, the actual values for a.ss and a.rR 
are unnecessary but nore IXJWer present at the detector results 
in easier detection. 
After the glass plate, the light beam passes through the 
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electro,-:optic m:xiulator. The crystal itself has the dimens
ion 
of only 0.5 nm for both the height and width. This aids in
 
focusing on a single speckle for detection. 'lb produce the 
electro-optic m:xiulation effect, the crystal is excited wit
h a 
high power signal generator. The transf~ presents a s
ignal 
three tines the anplitude produced by the signal generator. 
This allCMS operation of the generator at lower, nore mana
ge-
able power levels. The Irodulation frequency for the c:ryst
al, 
fm' is set to be approximately 80 MHz which is the Bragg ce
ll 
frequency and is nonitored with another frequency cotmter. 
A 
bias supply is included in the circuit to oontrol the bias 
level which detennines the region of operation on the stati
c 
nodulation curve for the crystal. A cacplete and thorough
 des-
cription of the electro-optic m::>dulator and its operation c
an 
be found in the thesis by R.T. O'Hara written for Iehigh Un
i-
. 8 
versity • 
The photanul.tiplier tube is placed irrmediately following 
the electro-optic rccdulator. It is powered by a high volta
ge 
variable OC supply. If the incaning light level is low, th
e 
voltage may be increased to enhance the anplification in th
e 
photanultiplier. But an increase in the applied voltage re
sults 
in an increase in the dark current causing additional noise
. 
Thus an optimum applied voltage must be used which allows a
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min:inUJm noise level while providing a substantial anplification. 
'Ibis concludes the description of the optical system. Pro-
cedures for operating the system will be presented in section 
6. 
4. 3.B. Detection Electronics 
The detection electronics are rather uncarplicated. The 
requirenents for the circuit are as follows, 
(1) protection against a high DC voltage fran the 
photanultiplier, 
(2) ability to measure the DC photanultipler current, 
( 3) a lCM OC output level, approximate! y 1 V, to pro-
tect the oscilloscope, 
(4) a lCM pass filter with a good frequency response, 
and (5) small output capacitance and an output ~ce 
of approximately 50 ohms in order to match both 
the oscilloscope and the receiver. 
It was chosen to use an op an;> in the lCM pass filter because 
of its small output resistance, small output capacitance, and 
good frequency response. An output stage is added which allCMs 
matching to the oscilloscope and the receiver. Note, only one 
or the other may be connected at a tine since matching between 
three tenninals is :impossible. 
Considering the requirements and considerations described 
above, a circuit diagram can be drawn for the detection electro-
nics, see Fig. 4. 9. Considering the s:i.n;>lici ty of the circuit, 
further discussion is unnecessary. 
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4.4 Concluding Rena.rks 
Section 4 has presented necessa:ry·infonnation conceming 
special optical CCJllX)nents, specifically, the Bragg cell and the 
electro-optic nodulator, and developed the theozy of optical 
heterodyning which lead directly to the physical optical system 
and related electronics. The result given in eq. 4. 28 inplies 
that, if the system is adjusted and working properly, only two 
neasurements are necessary to find the small ang;>litude of vi.:.. 
bration, o • s 
At this point, a couple of renarks are necessai:y concerning · 
Ir!clterial which has not been considered here. Beam misalignment 
was not addressed but was a serious consideration in the labo-
ratOJ:y. If the signal and reference beams are not aligned at 
the detector, the power in the carrier and sideband carponents 
is reduced by a factor of 
(4.29) 
where 2a. is the angle at which the two beams are inclined to 
one another, 211, is the width of either the beam or the detector 
depending on which is smaller, and k = 2rr /"'-. 
1 Choosing ~ =O. 5 nm 
(width of the crystal) and "'- = 633 nm (laser wavelength), for 
2a. = 0.05° the degradation factor is 0.14 but for 2a. = 0.005° 
the degradation factor is O. 98. This derconstrates that care-
ful alignmmt is necessa.cy and in the laboratory much tin'e and 
effort was devoted to precise aligmcent of the beams. The 
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degradation factor given in eg. 
4. 29 is derived in Reference 1 
and therefore the derivation was
 not included here. Note that 
the degradation factor is the sar
re for the carrier and the side-
band and thus does not affect th
e ratio used to detel:mine the 
anplitude of vibration, but it d
oes reduce the power in the 
signal and therefore affects the
 signal - to - noise ratio. 
Therefore, the effect of beam m
isalignment will be· considered 
in order to find the signal - to
 - noise ratio (section 5). 
Another factor that was not disc
ussed for the detection 
electronics is the bandwidth of 
the low pass filter. Originally
, 
it was thought that a wide bandw
idth would be desirable but it 
was realized that a. smaller band
width would facilitate neasure-
mmt of the separate frequency c
arp,nents. The reason for this. 
will becane · evident in section 6
 which will explain the method 
of measurenent. 
In conclusion, all aspects of th
e system have been addressed •. 
'!heory predicts that the system d
esign will work if there is 
sufficient paver in the signal. 
This leads to the next section 
which discusses sensitivity and 
signal - to - noise ratios. 
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5. rt>ISE AND SENSITIVI1Y CoNSIDERATIONS 
If one neglects the problems of beam misalignment, optical 
pathlength variations, and diffraction effects then all of the 
probes in Table 2.1 dem::>nstrate little difference in their in-
herent sensitivity. Havever, they are differentiated when con-
sideration is given to system noise and other effects which 
attenuate the signal pc,,,er. In the system descrilied in section 
4, optical pathlength variations were of no concem but beam 
mi.salignm:mt may cause a notable reduction of signal power. 
Diffraction effects may be neglected when the optical beam spot 
size at the surface is sufficiently small carpared with the 
acoustic wavelength. Since this is the case, then the neglect-
ing of diffraction effects is justified. 
For an optical hcm::rlyne system, where optical pathlength 
variations are critical, special care must be exercized to as-
sure the proper lengths or canplete loss of signal may occur. 
Beam rnisalignm:mt is of concem here also. 
These considerations are discussed at length in this sec-
tion. The theo:cy of noise is presented and the signal - to -
noise ratio is developed for a number of special related cases. 
5.1 Theocy of Noise 
In cptical systems, the major source of noise is generally 
found in the photodetector. Other sources of noise such as 
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fluctuations in the laser output, atnospheric turbulence, and 
frequency noise. of the acoustic sources are justifiably neg-
lected. 9 The photodetector to be used is a photanultiplier. 
In s~le tenns, the photanultiplier consists of a photocathode, 
a dynode chain, and an anode. The photoelectrons produced by 
the photocathode (similar to photoelectric cells) are focused 
onto the first dynode. TJ::M noise anplification is achieved by 
secondary emission of electrons in the dynode chain. The anode 
fonns the end of the chain which c.o.Ue.c.t.6 the electrons that 
originate fran the cathode and are m~plie.d by each dynode 
stage. 
Noise fran the photanultiplier is principally shot noise, 
that is background and anplifier noise can be neglected. The 
principal cause of this noise is thennionic emission fran the 
cathode and also to a smaller extent fran the first dynode in 
the photanultiplier. lO Though there is only a small anount of 
noise contributed by the rest of the photcmultiplication pro-
cess, instead of neglecting it, a degradation factor may be 
included which accounts for the additional noise. 
The photocurrent at the cathode is 
I(t) = ~e N(t) 
hv 
(5.1) 
where q is the cathode quantum efficiency, e is the electronic 
e 
charge, hv is the photon energy, and N (t) is the instantaneous 
light pc:Mer. The noise in the photomultiplier causes a fluctu-
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ation in the cathode current, this is teJ:maC;l the dalr.k c.uNtertt 
and is represented by: 
_ 2~e2a 2 
i 2 = NLlf hV ' 
(5. 2) 
where i 2 is the mean square deviation, N is the average light 
power, a is the.degradation factor, and f:lf is the post detection 
bandwidth. Equations 5.1 and 5. 2 can be used to form the 
signal - to - noise power ratio: 
I2 
mis 
= 
2hva2Llf N (5. 3) 
Equation 5.3 is a general result for any optical system errploy-
ing square law detection with a photodetector for which the dark 
current is the principal cause of excess noise. The following 
discussions will utilize this result to find the signal - to -
noise ratios for the optical systems of interest. 
5.2 SNR - Optical Heterodyne Technique 
'!he signal - to - noise ratio for the system described in 
section 4 will be found first. Initially, only the attenuation 
of the signal and reference beams, and the electro-optic rrcdu-
lator will be included. Then other factors will be considered, 
such as beam misalignment and speckle size. 
For the optical heterodyne technique, N and N2 are :rms 
readily found fran equations 4.23 and 4.25, respectively. N
2 IlYIS 
is the light power in the signal beam and N is the average (DC) 
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light level: 
N2 = 
.nns (a Si 
2 (a R) 2 •J 2 (~·M1r)J 2 (ko ) s · r 1 l s (5. 4) 
and N = ~[ (a S) 2 + (a R) 2 ] • [l - cosBrr•J0 (~·M1r)] s r • (5.5) 
Replacing the above equations into eq. 5. 3 yields the following 
result for the signal - to - noise ratio: 
= 
(a S) 2 (a R) 2J 1
2 (~•M1r)J1 (ko ) s r s 
[ (a S) 2+ (a Rl 2 ] • [l - cosB1T•J0 (~·M1r)] s r 
(5. 6) 
where the tenn 'A' accounts for the attenuation in the electro-
optic rocxiulator. 
The result given in eq. 5. 6 is not very revealing, there-
fore it is worthwhile to investigate a special case. Fran light 
pc:Mer measurercents made in the laboratory and infonnation from 
Dr. Eberhardt' s sumnary9, the attenuation in the electro-optic 
m:xiulator can be found. The power levels of the signal and 
reference beams directly before the electro-optic m:>dulator 
were measured to be .24 µWand 86 µW, respectively. Thus 
(a S) 2 == 0.24 µW and (a R) 2 = 86 µW. 'A' can be detennined s r 
fran the incident light pc:Mer level on the rocxiulator and infor-
mation given on pages 28 and 29 in Dr. Eberhardt' s section of 
9 A Study of CW - LIDAR : refer to Table 5 .1. The values in Table 
5.1 merit further explanation. Between (1) and (2), 3 dBn are 
lost in the input polarizer since the incident light is unpo-
larized. (3) gives the fraction of the light incident on the 
crystal: the only useful light is that which covers the front 
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surface of the crystal but 0.12 µWis the power of the entire 
speckle field which had an approximate dianeter of 5 nm. There-
fore, the area of the beam is approximately 20 nm2 • The value 
given for ( 3) is calculated fran: 
(value(2)) (0.25 nm2/20 nm2 ) = 0.12 µW(.25/20) (5. 7) 
=l.SnW, 
and is an approximated value of the speckle power on the crystal. 
The attenuation of 9. 4 dBm between ( 3) and ( 4) was estimated 
fran values in Dr. Eberhardt' s report. 
Now that A has been detennined, a special case can be in-
vestigated to find the signal - to - noise ratio. The values 
which are used in equation 5. 6 are given in Table 5. 2. 
By using the values in Table 5.2 and assuming a test object 
vibration of o = 0. 05 >.. 0 , the SNR was found to be 13. 3 dB. s 
This relatively low SNR is mainly due to two factors. One is 
the substantial loss of pc:Mer in the reflected signal beam off 
the test object. The laser pc:Mer output is 2 .1 ITW and after the 
Bragg cell, the signal beam is 1 rrW. But, after the signal beam 
has been reflected fran the test object and rejoined with the 
reference beam, the signal pae,er is only O. 24 µW. This attenu-
ation of 36.2 dBm can partially be accredited to loss in the 
beamsplitter and lens, but the largest portion of this loss is 
due to the scattering of the light upon reflection fran a !tough 
surface (Jtough carpared to a mirror). The other inescapable 
factor is the attenuation of 31.4 dBm of the electro-optic no-
dulator. 
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other factors need to be considered in finding too SNR. 
It was asstmei in the previous analysis that a single speckle 
was at least as large as the crystal face. If the test sur-
face is rough enough this assunption may not hold. in which 
case eq. 5. 7 must be m:xlified. For exarrple, if the area of a 
single speckle is only 0.125 nm2 (covers half the crystal face), 
the anomit of useful light on the crystal is approximately 
(0.12 µW) (0.125/20) = 0. 75 nW and the SNR becanes 10.3 dB. For 
this report, the assumption that a single speckle is at least 
as large as the crystal face is valid and therefore, further 
discussion is presently irrelevant. 
Another ircp:)rtant factor affecting SNR. is the beam mis-
alignment. As stated previously, the power is degraded by a 
factor of 
sin2 (~sina) / (~sina) 2 (5. 8) 
where, in this case, 2Db is the width of the crystal and 2a. is 
the angle that the signal and reference beams are inclined to 
one another at the crystal surface. If 2a. = 0.05°,. then the 
degradation factor is 0.141 and the SNR becanes -5.17 ! Evi-
dently, the signal is in the noise and can not be detected. 
Naturally, if a higher pcwer laser is used the signal level 
should be above the noise level. Since a higher power laser 
is not available it seems logical to investigate the possibility 
of placing a small mirror on the test surface to boost the sig-
nal peam power. 
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Using specular reflection, the assunption can be made that 
the signal and reference beam pc,trers are approximately equal. 
Therefore, (a S) 2 = (a R) 2 = 86 µW. Using all the same values s r 
as before, the signal - to - noise ratio becaoos 35. 87 dB. This 
is a much nore acceptable value but beam mi.salignm:mt has not 
been considered yet. The graph on the follaving page shows hav 
the SNR is affected by beam misalignment. Specifically, for 
2a = 0. 05°, the signal - to - noise ratio is 27. 4 dB versus 
-5.12 dB for the same angle without using specular reflection. 
Therefore, theory predicts that with the laser power avail-
able the signal will be diffucul t, if not .inp:)ssible, to detect 
for the original system shown in Fig. 4. 8, using individual 
speckles. But with specular reflection, good results can be 
expected. 
5.3· SNR - Optical Hc:mx1yne Technique 
It is of interest to cacpare the signal - to - noise ratio 
of the heterodyne technique to a canparable haoodyne technique 
to justify the choice of the heterodyne technique. A carrpar-
able system is shown in Fig. 5.2. Using the sane definitions 
__________ of terms as before, the light level at the detector is found 
to be: 
N ~(a S)z+(a R) 2+2a a SR[cos<t>J0 (ko )-2sin¢J1 (ko5 )sin(wst+85 ) d s r sr s 
+2cosqiJ2 (ko5 )cos(2(w5 t+e5 ))] • (5.9) 
so 
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Note that all related d
erivations for this sub
section can be 
found in appendix c. 
Fran eq. 5.9, the quan
tities needed to find th
e ~ignal -
to - noise ratio are re
adily detennined 
N2 = 16(a S) 2 (a R)
2sin2qll12 (ko) 
nos s 
r 1 s 
and N = {asS}
2+ {arR} 2 + 2asarSRcosq,J0 (kos
) • 
Using.the above equatio
ns and eq. 5.3, the SNR
 is given by: 
-:-2 l. 
= 
Sqe 
hva2!::.f 
Fran calculations found
 in the appendix, o. 24 
µW and 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
55. 7 µW were approxim
ated for {a S) 2 and (a R) 
2
, respectively. 
s r 
Initially, it is assume
d that cp = k(Ls-Lr) is such t
o produce 
the maximum SNR. This 
occurs for sin 
2 ¢ = l. 0 which occurs
 
when {Ls-Lr)= n.11.0/4 {n = 1,3
, ••• ). All the other values
 are 
the sane as those used 
in the previous analysi
s, as tabulated 
in Table 5.2. The maxim
um SNR is calculated to
 be 58. 7 dB. 
This seems rather disco
uraging since the SNR o
f the heterodyne 
system is 13. 3 dB.. Th
is difference is easily 
explained. Due 
to the envelope heterod
yning, the factor of 8 
in eq. 5 .12 is 
not included and a fact
or of Ji{~•Mrr) is included in
 the nune-
rator. For M = 1. O, Ji {~·'IT) = 0. 3207 whi
ch results in a dif-
ference of 5 dB. The f
actor of 8 results in a
 difference of 
9 dB. This brings the 
SNR dCMn to 44. 7 dB. T
he remaining 
difference of 31.4 dB i
s the attenuation of th
e electro-optic 
m:::xlulator as shown in T
able 5.1. 
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Therefore, the reason that the !Signal - to - noise ratio l 
of the heterodyne technique is so mqch less than the haoodyne 
technique is canpletely due to the ~nvelope heterodyning accan-
plished with the electro-optic mxiwfator. So why is this tech-
nique preferable over the system sh~ in Fig. 5.2 ? The ans-
wer is that one inq;>ortant factor has not been considererl yet ••• 
optical pathlength yariations. Note the direct dependence of 
the SNR, given in eq. 5.12, on sin:?~. If (Ls-Lr)= 0 then~= 0 
and the signal dissappears ! The difference in a high SNR to 
a nonexistent signal is a pathlength difference of ;\ 0/ 4 which 
for HeNe laser light is only 158 nm. Therefore, the pathlengths 
of the signal and reference beams are critical and make q;>tical 
adjustnents a diffucw.t and tedious chore. Note that beam mis-
alignment has not even been considered yet. The beam misalign-
nent has the exact same degrading effect on the SNR as given in 
eq. 5. 8. 
In light of these diffuculties, it is realized that although 
a hcm:rlyne technique is very sensitive when adjusted properly, 
it does not lend itself to a practical, versatile, and flexible 
tool. Due to the critical optical pathlength dependence, one 
can :imagine the diffuculties in testing different surfaces 
especially if the surface is ircm::>bile. The reference mirror 
would have to be used to adjust accurately for optical path-
length a.n.d beam misalignment, whereas it would only be needed 
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to align the beams in the heterodyne system which is a less 
tedious and critical process. Due to the independence of opti-
cal phase for the heterodyne technique, it rore readily lends 
itself to testing different surfaces and testing in different 
envirammts other than the laborato:cy. Also, the hcm::>dyne 
teclmique can not measure the high frequency vibrations that 
the heterodyne technique is capable of. Considering these dis-
advantages, the optical heterodyne system proves itself to be 
a rore practical tool and therefore was chosen over the haco-
dyne system. 
5. 4 SNR - concluding Remarks 
The previous section presented the result that a hetero-
dyne technique is much rore practical than a hatndyne tedmique. 
But it was also discovered that the second ItDdulation causes 
a significant loss in the signal. It is of interest at this 
point to find the SNR without the envelope heterodyning. 
Using eq. 4.19, N2rms and N are readily found: 
N 2 = 4 (a.·.-S) 2 (a R) 2J 2 (ko ) 
rms s r 1 s 
and N = (a. S) 2 + (a R) 2 
s r 
Note that there is no dependence on optical pathlength · varia-
tions. Again using eq. 5. 3, the SNR is found to be: 
(a S) 2 (a R) 2J 1
2 (ko ) 
s r s 
T2 hva 2 !).f [(~ S) 2 + (a R) 2 ] 
s r 
Assuming that a detector is used which has the same quantum 
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(5.13) 
(5 .• 14) 
(5.15) 
efficiency as the photam.lltipler used in the previo
usly dis-
cussed systems, then q = 0. 05 and all the other va
lues are un-
e 
changed. The SNR for the optical heterodyne system
 without 
envelope heterodyning is 52. 7 dB. Caiparing this to
 the SNR 
of the harodyne teclm.ique, one notices that due to 
the hetero-
dyning technique the factor of 8 in eq. 5.12 is reduc
ed by a 
factor of 4. Thus, the SNR is 6 dB less than the m
aximum SNR 
for the harodyne technique. This fortifies- the sta
tement made 
at the beginning of this section that the probes ou
lined in 
Table 2.1 dem:mstrate little difference in their in
herent sen-
sitivity {note that there are no probes in Table 2.1 that use 
envelope heterodyning) . Again, pathlengths are of no imnediat
e 
concern and beam misalignment has the same effect. 
If this heterodyne technique has a significantly hi
gher 
SNR than the technique using envelope heterodyning,
 then why 
is the latter chosen over the fonner? An inp)rtant but im-
practical assumption was made to find the SNR = 52. 
7 dB. It 
was assmred that a detector is.used with a quantum 
efficiency 
of O. 05. Knowing that the ncdulation frequency is 
80 MHz (fran 
Bragg cell), a detector is needed for which q = 0.05 at the e 
laser wavelength of >- 0= 632. 8 nm with a nooulation 
bandwidth 
of at least 80 MHz. This requirement is not so ea
sily fulfilled. 
Furthencore, a detector with useful characteristics wa
s not 
available for this experimentalist. An attenpt was
 made to use 
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an avalanche photodiode with a preanplifier which was made 
available. Unfortunately, it operated optimally at .9 µm and 
a lower m:xlulation frequency, 40 MHz would have been accept-
able. Thus, detection with the photodiode would have been 
possible if a Bragg cell with a nodulating frequency of 40 MHz 
was used, but only the 80 MHz Bragg cell was available. A 
quantitative discussion of detection using the avalanche photo-
diode for the optical heterodyne system without a second m:xiu-
lator is presented in the Results and Conclusions. 
This section has explained why an optical heterodyne tech-
nique is preferable over a hcm:xlyne technique. Also, the opti-
cal heterodyne teclmique chosen includes denooulation since with-
out the denDdulation a photodetector with high m:xiulation fre-
quency capabilities is needed and, due to cost and inavailabi-
lity, such a detector could not be obtained. 
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6, PROCEDURE FOR r1:ASUREMENT OF SURFACE VIBRATIONS 
To facilitate the discussion of procedure, a diagram of the 
systan which resulted in the detennination of a small surface 
vibration is shC1lm in Fig. 6 .1. Note that the diagram is sinply 
a rcore in depth picture of the system shown in Fig. 4. 8. 
Assuming that all optical alignnents have been cacpleted, 
for proper operation of the system, a mmber of initial steps 
must be taken. The photanultipler oc supply is initially set 
to a relatively low voltage ('\.,SQQ V} , this reduces the dark 
current. With all oscillators turned off, the polarizers must 
be adjusted so that polarizer 1 polarizes incaning light at a 
45° angle and polarizer 2 is 90° fran polarizer 1. With pola-
rizer 1 set properly, setting polarizer 2 is accorcplished by 
rotating the polarizer until there is a.lrcost no current reading 
an the armeter. Note, it is i.n;x:>ssible to get no current read-
ing due to the dark current. After powering the Bragg cell and 
setting its frequency to 80 MHz, set to Bragg angle ·and adjust 
intensities of the signal and reference beams by adjusting the 
pcwer of the 80 MHz oscillator and observing the effect.on the 
TV screen. Adjust the bias of the crystal and observe the cur-
rent level on the anmeter. Note the maximum and minimum cur-
rents. Imax should not be greater than 15 µA since this would 
turn on one of the protection diodes (see Fig. 4.9}. A maxi-
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nun current level of approx:imately 10 - 12 µA is a good value 
and is set by adjusting the DC supply for the photanultipler: 
increasing voltage results in increasing current. The desired 
bias setting is in the middle of the static m:xiulation curve, 
B = ~. This occurs when the current is I avg = (Imax + Im.in) /2, 
which is 5 - 6 µA. With the bias set to zero, the wm oscillator· 
is turned on and its arrq;>litude adjusted to bring the current to 
Iavg· This method reduces the chances of overheating the crystal. . 
'!he roodulating frequency, wm, is set to be close to ~, 
approximately 3 - 6 KHz-away, and the carrier is viewed on the 
oscilloscope. If all the previous settings have been made cor-
rectly, close to 100% ncdulation should be achieved. This is 
checked on the oscilloscope by placing a chopping wheel in the 
q;>tical path to see the zero and maximum light levels. 100% 
ncdulation is achieved when the minimum value of the trace cor-
responds exactly with the zero DC light level. At this point, 
adjust:nents are made to approach 100% m:xiulation as closely as 
possible. 
When the preparation is carplete, the system output is con-
nected to the HP 35688 selective level meter. Since the band-
width of the low pass filter is only 7 kHz, the carrier frequency 
cx:t1p)nents can be detected alone by setting the frequency of the 
receiver to the difference frequency, wm - ~. The digital read-
' 
out of the receiver reports the pc:Mer of the wm - ~ CCJllX)Ilent 
in dBm. 
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The signal generator for the transducer is turned on ·and 
set to a high enough frequency so that the signal will not be 
: 
in the skirts of the much larger carrier· caip:>nent. A frequency 
of 2 MHz was chosen for f s since it. was near the optinrum fre-
quency of the transducer. Since the signal is found at 
. 
w - w. - w , if w is set to be within several kHz of w. + w 
m o s m o s 
the signal is easily detected within the 7 kHz bandwidth of the 
lcw pass filter: 
for signal frequency= fm - ~ - fs 
choose f = £ + f + 4 kHz , m -b s 
then signal frequency = (~ + fs + 4 kHz) -~ - fs 
= 4 kHz 
carefully adjusting fm' the max:imum power of the signal can be 
read off the meter. 
With these~ sin¥?le measurerrents carq;:,lete, the arrplitude 
of vibration is found .inmediately using eq. 4.28, 
0 = 
s 
7T 
(4.28) 
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7, RESULTS AND CoNCLUSIONS 
7.1 Results 
Initially, the system under test was similar t
o the one 
shown in Fig. 4.8, except, instead of a secon
d nodulation with 
. 
the electro-optic nodulator and its related e
lectronics, a 
TIED 96 avalanche photodiode with a preamplif
ier was placed to 
detect the light m::xiulated at ~ (80 MHz). A spectrmn a
nalyzer 
was used to view the signals. The carrier cc:
mponent at 80 MHz 
was successfully detected but, using a calilir
ated signal gene-
rator, its arrplitude was found to be only 'v40
0 µV. Considering 
that the sideband has a much smaller amplitud
e than the carrier, 
it was no surprise that the signal was undete
ctable. 
It is of interest at this point to find the th
eoretical 
SNR for the system employing the TIED 96. Th
is will aid in the 
CClll)arison with the system in Fig. 4. 8. The TIED 96 was
 designed 
to be used optimally at • 9 µm and a modulating
 frequency, frn, 
of no :rrore than 40 MHz for minimal attenuatio
n. Fran infonna-
tion. given in the manufacturer's specificatio
ns sheet and the 
TI Optoelectronics Data Book (p. 325), it was intezpolat
ed that 
the radiant responsivity, R, of the detector
 at A= 0.633 µrn 
e 
and frn = 80 MHz was O. 089 rnV /nW. The noise equiv
alent paver, 
NEP, can be found knOW'ing Re; 
V 
NEP = 
n 
R ./ ;•,rB 
e m 
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(7.1) 
Fran the spec sheet it is kna,m that V = 311 µV and letting n 
B = 80 MHz, the NEP is derived to be 0.312 pW/v'Hz. The NEP m 
. 
can be related to the quantum efficiency using the following 
foi:mula10; 
_ 1.41~- [ hf l 
·~ - -
NEP Te • (7 .2) 
Assuming a typical dark current, id' of 10-14 A/an2 over the 
detector surface area of Sxl0- 4 an2 and recognizing that h/ .Te' 
is a constant value of 1. 7xlQ-24 and the optical frequency, f, 
is 474 THz; the quantum efficiency of the TIED 96 at ;\ = O. 633 µm 
and f = 80 MHz is 8.14xl0- 6 • m-
Since the quantum efficiency has been found, the theoreti-
cal SNR (neglecting beam misalignment) can be calculated using 
eq. 5.15. Recognizing that all the other values are unchanged, 
the SNR beccmas 14. 8 dB. Note how close this value is to the 
SNR of 13.3 dB derived for the system shown in Fig. 4. 8, which 
includes the electro-optic rccdulator. Recognizing that beam 
misalignment will affect the SNR in the same way, one :imnedia-
tely concludes that, once this is accounted for the signal will 
be in the noise. This correlates with the observed result in 
the labor~tory. 
When the ~imental attempt to use the TIED 96 failed, 
it was hoped that ent)loying the electro-optic rccdulator in the 
system would penni t detection of the signal since the deoodu-
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lation alla-,ed the use of the phota
m.tltiplier tube. When this 
system, as shCMn in Fig. 4.8, was 
tested, the carrier canponent 
na-, found at fm - ~ had approximate
ly the sane arrplitude as in 
the previously described system. 
This correlates well with 
theocy as explained above. Natur
ally, this meant that the sig-
nal was l.mdetectable again. 
Fran these observations, a few mp
ortant conclusions can 
be made. Since the theocy and lab
oratory measurements correlate 
so closely, it can be concluded th
at a single speckle, within 
which the light is coherent, does 
cover the detector surface. 
The conclusion is valid because th
is assl..lllption was made in 
developing the SNR for both system
s for which the detector 
surface areas were different; Sdl 
= 0.05 mn2 for the TIED 96 
and S d2 = 0. 25 rrm
2 for the electro-optic nodulator. 
Th~efore, 
since the carrier CCllpJnent anplit
udes were so similar for simi-
lar theoretical SNR's then a sing
le speckle must have been able 
to cover the larger surface area 
of the crystal. Na-, assured 
that the speckle size is not the 
problem, one is led to the 
cxmclusion that there is sinply n
ot enough light power being 
reflected off the test surface to b
e detected with the avail-
able equii:ment. 
Since a higher parer laser was not a
vailable, the measure-
ments had to restricted to specul
ar reflection. This is the 
system which is physically describ
ed at length in section 6 and 
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is diagranmed in Fig. 6 .1. The procedure described previous! y 
was fella-Ted and both the carrier carp:,nent and the sidebands 
were detected. To be assured that the signal detected was in 
fact the one of interest and not a spurious signal, the signal 
ooam was blocked and the signal disappeared. Also, the voltage 
to the transducer was reduced to zero and again the signal dis-
appeared. Finally, using frequency counters, it was found that 
the signal was located exactly at f - f_ - f • The signal m JJ s 
JlDVed as frn was varied and by adjusting frn' it was possible 
to find the other sideband as well, which was tested in the 
same way. 
Once assured that this was in fact the infonnation carry-
ing signal, the following measurem:mts were made: 
and = 12. 0 dBm = 15. 8 nW • 
Using eq. 4.28, the anplitude of the surface vibration was found 
to be os = 1. 93 nm which is O. 3% of the laser wavelength. This 
measurem:nt was made with the transducer frequency at 2 .1 MHz 
with an anplitude of 5 V. Keeping the frequency constant, the 
transducer voltage was decreased which should result in a cor-
responding decrease of the amplitude of vibration. The results 
of this test are shown in Fig. 7 .1, which sha-1s an approximately 
linear decrease in signal voltage with decreasing transducer 
voltage. The dotted line represents the expected values since 
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the signal voltage, which is proportional too, should go to s 
zero when the transducer voltage is zero. The actual plot re-
flects the noise limit since as the signal level approaches the 
noise level it becx:ln:s impossible to detect. 
The noise level was measured by turning off the ultrasonic 
transducer and was f01.md to be -41. 3 dBm. The signal - to -
noise ratio is experimentally found to be 6. 9 dB. Using eq. 5. 6 
and the values given in Table 5.2, the theoretical SNR can n<:M 
be recalculated for os = 0.003A 0 • Neglecting beam misalignment, 
the SNR is 11. 56 dB. When beam misaligrment is considered, a 
graph similar to Fig. 5 .1 may be drawn to reflect the measured 
value of o s. This is shown in Fig. 7. 2. Thus assmn:ing the 
neasured value of os is correct the angle of misalignment is 
O. 038° which is not a dissapointing value considering the re-
latively crude and time-consuming method which is used to align 
the beams. 
Confidence in the validity of the o measurement is high s 
due to the excellent correlation between theory and the results 
already presented. Nevertheless, an independent verification 
would be -welcane. Unfortunately, the necessary infonnation on 
the transducer could not be obtained fran the manufacturer, 
ruling out the sinplest means of verification. A qualita-
tive test can be made using a s.i.rrple Michelson interferaneter. 
An interferareter was obtained and one of the mirrors was re-
placed with the transducer. 
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The optical set-up of the Michelson interf~ter· with 
one of the anns containing the transducer was arranged so that 
the int~erence pattern could be viewed on the "N screen. The 
pathlengths were adjusted so that a clear interference pattem 
was cbserved. When adjusted this way, the interference pattem 
produced by the Michelson interferc:meter is a series of parallel 
light and dark fringes where the distance be~ dark fringes 
is A. When one of the anns of the interferareter is noved A/2, 
the fringe pattern becaces fuzzy and then clear again and the 
dark fringes interchange with the bright fringes. This is seen 
clearly fran the ~ression for the intensity of the fringe 
pattern: 
I = A2 [l + cos (kxsin6 + ~t/J)] (7. 3) 
where e is the angle that the two wavefronts are inclined to 
one another at a given point on the screen,lit/J = k (Lt - 1ht) is 
the phase difference caused by the difference in the paths tra-
velled by the light to the transducer (Lt) and the mirror (Lrn), 
and A ·is the amplitude of both the beams. 
Consider, that in the laboratory, 6i.µ is such that a bright 
fringe is in the center of the screen where e = 0°. Assuming 
that Lt - Lrn is zero, then I = 2A 2 at the center of the bright 
fringe. If the result fotmd for o is correct then when the s 
transducer signal generator is turned on, the maximum pathlength 
difference is 0.003>.. This produces a value of 2rr(0.003) for li1+1. 
Substituting this value for tii.µ in eq. 7.3 and assuming e = 0°, 
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the intensity at the center of the bright fringe is reduced to 
l.9998A2 • Similarly, the dark fringes would becane slightly 
less dark. These are minute changes in the intensities of the 
fringes, therefore one would suspect that if the value for cS s 
is correct than the human eye would not detect any change (such 
as 6uzzine6¢) in the interference pattern when the transducer 
is turned on. When this test was perfonned ~ the laboratory, 
upon serious scrutinization of the interference pattern on the 
W. screen, no perceptible change was observed between the pattems 
with the transducer on and off. 
Of course, this is a qualitative result and it leads to the 
oonclusion that cS s = o. 003>. 0 is at least in the same order of 
magnitude expected. Considering the consistency of the other 
results, it is very possible that the value measured for os is 
fairly accurate. This inplies that the device was able to 
measure a surface vibration of approximately 20 A and less ! 
Fran Fig. 7 .1, one can estimate that the signal measured at a 
transducer voltage of 2. 5 V is the last measurement miaffected 
by the noise. This point corresponds to a surface vibration of 
14.6 A. '!his sensitivity is ccrtparable to sensitivities reported 
for other optical heterodyne probes. 
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7. 2 Final Conclusions 
The results presented correlate well with the theo:cy and 
cxmfinn that the probe is able to neasure small surface vibra-
tions, on the order of tens of angstrans. Unfortunately, this 
result required an optically polished test surface which may 
be i.npractical for certain test enviroments. If a higher 
p<:Mer laser was available,. it seers likely that similar sensi-
tivity could be achieved without a reflector. Also, if a device 
could be designed that tested for and aided in beam aligment, 
this would certainly help in :i.nproving the SNR. 
The results also inply that excellent sensitivity could 
be achieved without the envelope heterodyning if a photodiode 
was available which could detect signals at a roodulating fre-
quency near that of the Bragg cell. But the detection elec-
tronics for this system would be much nore catplex to obtain 
the same accuracy as obtainerl for the system discussed in this 
paper. In appendix A, Fig. 1 {b) , is an exanple of the detec-
tion electronics needed for such a system. For one, it would 
require a tunable band pass filter·to single out the carrier 
CCIIIJC)Ilent and its sidebands, also the very sensitive meter which 
was used for the envelope heterodyning technique could not have 
been used since it does not measure high frequencies. Most 
likely, the signals would have to be electronically dercdulated 
which would further ccrcplicate the electronics. 
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Therefore, it is felt that the teclmique described in this 
paper has certain advantages over the other probes, which include 
sinplici ty of detection electronics and measurement of signals. 
Though, the requirement of a higher laser power must also be 
oonsidered as a disadvantage. It appears that the choice of 
probes depends heavily upon equipnent available and the ftmds 
appropriated, since all the probes which are independent of 
optical phase are practical tools for non-contacting testing 
of surface vibrations and all have similar sensitivity capa-
bilities. 
' 
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/lPPENDIX A - EXAMPLES OF VARIOUS PROBE TYPES 
- FIG. l PRoBE TYPE 5 
- FIG. 2 f'RoBE TYPE 1 
- FIG. 3 PROBE TYPE 5 
- FIG. 4 · f'RoEE. TYPE 7 
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,I\PPENDIX B - DERIVATION OF FREQUENCY CoMPoNENTS FOR 
l"bOULATION AND D&IODULATION 
The signal beam, S, is at the laser frequency, f O, and is ncdu
-
lated by the vibration of the test object at a frequency, f. s 
The reference beam is at a frequency f O + ~, where fb is 
the 
ncdulating frequency of the Bragg cell. 
Therefore, the signal and reference beams at a point directly 
before the second nodulator can be written in the fonn: 
S0 =d~S e.~p i. [Kfl54-b$S~(w5tti9~)J -w0 t] 
The light intensity at this point can be described by the fol-
I.et 
where 
0-.: i~S c...os( "- f Ls~ i,s si..r'\ (w~J + !9s)~ • Wo-l) ::. cl! S C.0$ o<. 
b = 11<'5 S s~ ( K ? Lc;,"' &'.s s v>' lw5 i. +- ~s ') ~ - w 0t') : of::. 5 s "-- Q( 
C.. : <=>< ~ R C.OS ( t LR - (we>-+ We"){') ~ o< fa.. R Cos. f3 
J: c,(lt~ ~i-v,. (le.Lg_ - ( t.vc.>-+W~J ~) .. t,('2. R ~- f3 
Note that: 
~ 0 j; ~ ( ,-t ~ b) ( ~ .. ~ b ~ :. ~ • .. ~'" 
~ 0 Rri : C i +- d '1. 
5
0
~:: (c...-jb')(r.·id~ = (ac.+bd)+ ,·(bi-ad') 
5t ~ 0 ~ (a _1 b ') Cc iii) = ( t\' t + bd ') - i ( be. - ~A) 
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• 
Then 
Ndo( SoSo"tRof!: +S0 1<! -t5:~'Q =az+b~+C'l.+- c(\ 2(ac~bd) 
Using the trigonacetric identity to:/8+ s~1 & = L , it is easily 
2 z. i.s,. '2 .1'Z. 'l.1"11,. 
seen that a +-la -: ~s and c; + Q : ~~ r... • 
Now must find ac + bd: 
~t:rbd • oc'~•RSR ((...05~ (..as.(3 +- ~~oc ~~~) 
Replacing in for a< and /3 : 
o.t+bd :. o<'!.otA.SI< U)~f k[Ls +~!:>~G,v$i+Qs\l- ti-.\'!' - (~L~· lwo-tWoJt)1 
=o<9 flSfZ. cos( k (l:5- L~')+ K.$°.,- 5C:,.,.,{w~i +9s)-+- v...:>ta,t) • 
Note that L - L is sinply the pathlength difference with no 
s r 
vibration and can be represented by a phase constant: 
¢:: K { l 5 - Lf< J . 
Now, the light intensity can be written in the fo:cm: 
First, concentrate on the last tenn: 
C..OS (w0t +¢>+ Kds .S~ (Ws.i + ~s\J 
= C.OSq> (.Q';)(Wrat+ K~S~llN!.t. + &~\')- 5~ct> s wt (we5i +/::.ds 5.:,.. (wst-+-9s )) 
:. c.a~ q> [w~We.t. Go!.( KS°s sw,{Wst + 9s ))- .S""r'I w8t bWI (1<.6s S~ {wst -1- &,)')l 
- s~ q>L'='.;..._~,_ u,s(K~!i ~~ (i.vst +9s)) + r..os~'6t ~"""(Ki~~ ........ {wst-+ 9s )) 1 
The fourier series for c..o~(1<~s.;..,..(i.J5t-+&5\) and ~~ (K.J".s~wi(w.s"t+S~-~ 
are given by the following: 
C.o~(\<.O~SW\(w$t+9s)) ~ ro(K~)-t ZJz,CKds}lDS(Uw~t-t-8$)) +-, · 1 
Jvv, (Kfs SLm (wst;, 9i )) ~ 2.J,("cfs)S~ (~t+fl!. J +Z~((ds) .s~ ~(~t + 1.9-~ )) ~ . , , 
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Using the above equations and trigonanetric product relations, 
then: 
l.O~wGot CO~ ( Kf~ S"""' (!.<lst +95 '>)- S~t.,.J(bl !);_ (K~ su• ( W,5t +&s ')J 
=.1o(Kfs)c..oswit -J,(l'fs)Lc.o~ (lwei·W$)t-s,)-r.as(Cwe-+w$')t+~$)1_. .. • 
and 
S~Wl6t loS(l(o~ Slh\(W~t-t-·&-, ")') + l06We. t ~~ (K. $~~:r,... ( Wst + $$ J) 
= Jo(k~)si:.n w12,t + 3,(Kfs)~~(( wa+v.ls)t-+ ~s )-t ~~ (lwe,-Ws)t - c9s)t • • · • 
Thus U>S(Wei.+4>-,. kS°5~~{Wsi+~,) 
= jo (k£$ )[l.oswat u,.s~ +-.5"'11'wat~~ ci)] 
+J, {t~)~~~ ts·~ ( (lo)eit~')t +es)+~~ (ew~-i.vs)'t -8,J 5 
-COS d> 1 '-06((c...)e-w!a)t- S=, )- C.O~ {(Wa +w$ )t + t9~')s J 1 
The final result for the light intensity can nCM be written as: 
Nd"'- o<Jt/ +.1../f?..1... + .2,t~o('~s~(ro(Kds)l.~~(l)SlftlW~t."+'ws¢c..o~w13tl 
+J"; (KO~~ l_S\.H'\ ct> f s~ (l wG-t i.Js)t -t-Gs) + ~~ ((l,A.J~ -w5')t - 9:s )~ 
-CDsq) f Co~(lw~ -W.s~t-c)s) - C.0!> ((WB+Ws )t + &~) J] J • 
For detennination of the frequency response, detennine the pa,,er 
of the light at the different fre:;iuencies: 
OC CXJnp011ent: 
r. J'l.. r 1. We catq?Onent: 1..2..°'s~A.~R .Jo(KOs) Slrl\ cJ> + L,2«~1:1<,a.SRJ;,(kfs) co'i:icp] 
= 4 o('l()(~'" ~2.R 2- To" CI<~) 
WeTWs cacponent: ~so<~s~::r. (K(Js)S~ cp]'l.+ LZo<saRSRJ.~bs)lOsQli.. 
::: L/a~o<~ ::tR 1.- .. 1/· (ko""!. ') 
We-w5 cacponent: 'fv<.51.. oi/" S?..R"l. J".2r~) 
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In the lab, the dem:xiulation is acca11?lished with a light rrodu-
lator using the linear optoelectric effect (Poeckel' s effect) : 
C: 2( ,I\ r n'\rT · t O v::: s~ r/ZJ where - = - Svt'l w,.,., + ofr 
'/... z. 
This is shown in the figure below: 
N 
--- - - - -==--~ 
1T V 
2 
NCM, must find the frequency response if the light is roodulated 
again with the electrooptic rcodulator with the above roodulating 
characteristic. The light intensity resulting fran this second 
rrodulation is given by: 
Ndm oL (o<l:/+o<,f'Ri,)j-.,,_,,,.{lflt s;.,., w,.,.,t +Brr) + 
Zo1.solR~~ ~~ "1, (¥ ~~ w,,.,~ T £3,r)[rolKS°~ )(S~¢,S1A"'u..lt;'t·HO~C) (.OS Wot) 
+ .J; (4C.6!i) [ ~ ~ ~ f ~~ (lw~ +w!a)t +es)+ 5°'-'n ((t.J13-w$ \ t -e,; J 
-e..us <J, i cos(cwe - Ws ')t - 9sJ · lD~(( w9 tw$ )t-.. $$)"-5}.;. · · · j 
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Using trigonanetric identities: 
~lf\i.( "'( ~~wl'l"'t+5'1T) = l • '£ C.CS (2 ( ~ jW'w~l-+ l?:TT) 
d · i. ( to .. B-n- ~o~ ( "'i ~-"' ....ifflt )- S"" B1T s;..,, ( "'; :;i "-W,,;t)) 
= i [, - LJ)~ \?,trl,o~( ~',s~wmt)-+- s~B11s~(~ s~ WrnL)J 
:. i [ /- [JoC"'{).,. ZJ:z..( '"-{) e,osZw,,..t.+ · · · ·] c.o~ e,rr 
+~J,(V)s,,,,w~-t.-t 2.Tl ("':l)s..,,.3w=t. + · · · J s;.., BlT J . 
Using only the J
0
(frlf) and J, (t) tennS and replacing into the 
equation for Nam, yields: 
Nd., o< -4. &ts"+"':~) - 'i. (.,<f s2 +""• I<•) (ff., Brr J. ( ,w)... ( 1.1..iE 1) 
(~~ .S~+o1iR~) J, (~) ..sir1 (3,r sit1W,,,-I:. 
t ol.sot~sRfo(KOs) (~in Q>S1nwGt -t c..o~ Q>c.DSwa,t) (L-IN E z') 
-dsiR S1<.J
0 
( 'Df') loS 8n<fo (K~)( tir1.4 s, n 1v<;-t -i' c.osd) <..06 \A.)e,'t.. ') (t1N e- 3J 
+~o(ASR J, (f'l'l.{)s1n ~TT"J0(K'55)~,nwmt(!i,,.,d> s111We.i..+c.D$!h])SWe,t.) (1..11J€ LI) 
+G:X'so(R. SR J, {KS°s)[ 'SI"¢> j ~ 1n{( L<le:,4-t.Js)t-t 6>5) ~ .5/;1((Wro-w;j. - 6>.s)} {1.-11Jc: s) 
- (.()$ ct> f C.OS (Cwe,-w5)t -c9s) • Lo~((we,~ w,')t -ttl)3 J 
-ol.s ol~SR.!o (~)c.o~B-nJ.( K~) tsir, lp ( 51ri ((r..Je,+~/)t+ e~) + s,,,((w6 -ws)i -es)) 
-c.os<t>[cosU(.,Je-v.J5')i-&.s)-l.D$((w~1-w~')t+$5)~J (1..1AJ€ &) 
-4- .Zoc'.solR SR :r; cm;) .Sin~,.,.. J. (Kfs) S111 Wm t [sLm~ /61~{("-'st W.s) t + f)5) 
-t S1n((w~tt.v~)t-t~5)$ (L,NE '7) 
- C.OS Q) 1 C1'~{(we, • vJ, ~t -9~ )· C.O~ (( w~-t W.s)'t-+ 94 i J " 
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No further trigonanetric reduct
ions are necessazy for lines 
1, 2, 3, 5, and 6. 
line 4: 
.Z«jot'R0 R J, {fYl~/'T')~,,.., S'TT' ro (1<Ss} (Sit"\ ~~1 r'\~,r,1 j1n 11.Jai-+ c.o.sqi~,"'
~mtt.ti!;wet) 
: l~p_ ~~JJ~)~,n~To(~)[z~•n4> (c.~(w"' .. wa)t - c.Ds(w,.,,+
We, 1t) 
-1 i Co54) ( ~'"' (w"'-+ilJQ) t-t- ~,.,, (w,,, - wa)t) J 
... ol!i~6R:f, ('¥Jsin\m Jo(!(..~)r.!;.11"14> (Los(Wm-wa
)t-,o~(tAt-t""WaJt J 
-l"lDSq> (!>in (~-tWE!>Jt. -+"'.Sin (l1Nm-W~ ')t)J • 
line 7: 
:Zolg,(~ SRJi ('1:)s,nBTi1i (l(~)&\l"\¢>[~1nw""~1n {tw6i"ws )t +Bs
)f-S1"((we,·Ws')t-Os»] 
-
1
...oscp[s,nwmtlos(twe-~)t-O,)- ~,,,,wmtc.os{(wG+
ws)t tt<J$) ]j 
=k~otR..SR r. (ni~rr)~1"B,r~(K~) r.S';¢)Ls«w~-ws·'4)i-4)-lD
{<w,n-rWs-rW1)t+D.s) 
-+l06((w/l"\-Wt;:,-1"~}f-t6'>s}-u,~((t.vm4W
e -ws)f-g~)J 
- ~Cb[ I - ( 2 .Stt1~(Wn-.t-Ws-W~)i-6)~')-t'.Slt"\ {Wm-Wa~w5)iffJs) 
-s111 ((w= -rw(!, tNs)t -t&s) - ~,n (tJAJ,.,, -f.Als - ws) t-9J)
] J , 
The expression for the light i
ntensity after m:rlulation is g
iven 
by: ~ldW\ o< i -f Co~ Bir =fo(~J-r X~1fl ~Ti l (~IT) s,,-,wmt 
+ Y(s1n¢)~\l"'\~t +t'.._O.SCl)c..o~w~t) (1 - (.O~ g,,..ro ( ~-£) 
-tZY 61nB1TJ; {~)~met) f casfrw,,..-w,a)t)- Co~(twm+W,a)t)5
 
-rcOGd> fs;,,,(cwrn +w<! )t ..J-Si,., ((...J,,. - w(JJt)J] 
+!~In Q) (S1 n (( Wei-ti.vs )t -r e?.s )-t j Ir, ( (we3 • Ws)t-(!)~ )]
 
- c.o.scP [,os(tw, -ws )t -8:.)-l.O.s{(~ r~)t-rcl!i)j1 (l-l
os8rr t('r")) 
tls-1n.f:ilT J; { l'rl-£"j S1 r'i 4> [cos(( l4-,.,-wl!. -t...J~)t-c>s) -c.o s((w,., tWG +v.Js 
)t- Ds) 
+lDS ((Wtri-We tW~Jt +9s)- c.os((w,..,-t-WG +kJs)t-S
s 1J 
· tl.5\1"\ 6trJl;T') c.oscp[: lf'l((w"'-tWg-Ws\i-~)+ 5,"((wm~ %+-W
s)°f ,i.c9~) 
-sw, ((wm + W<o+ IN~ ')t-t~s) - S\f\t(Wtr'-t-Wa -~ )t-Ds. )j 
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where 
and 
X -= (o<~-z.5.,_ + «'~1..{( '2..) 
\/ :. ot~ol~ SR J""0 ( kE/) 
2 : r).s rie.. S~ J'", ( l(os') • 
For Wa-:;. Wm , the paver detected at the different fr~cies 
will be: 
DC canponent: f c~?~,. •oil~·') ( J - l.OS B'TT"' ~ ( ~)) 
canponei:it: Ld ~ o< A. o R Jo ( "'-fs) ( I - '-O.S B-rr ')] l. 
CCJ11?0nent: [~_t :5 2 +ol.a...._~ 1.) 1. ( "'~) S1r'l Cb,,.) 2. 
W,t1- WQ. -W~ 
and catp:>nent: L°'.s~R SRJ; < fl'l-{)..si,., 6 Ii" JJI(~~) 12.. 
(..c)n, • Wg -1- w~ 
and 
w,.,. ...-w6 ... iv~ 
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JlPPENDIX C - S~R CALCULATIONS - OPTICAL 1-bf.oDYNE SYSTEM 
Using the general equations given in the text of the report 
(eq. 2.1), the signal and reference beams at the detector can 
be found. For the hcm:xiyne technique p = q = 0 and = 0, 
thus sd and Rd are given by: 
So-= ot=,Se)(pL [kfL~+5~cos(~s-t.+e$')f-Wot] 
and 'Re ~ olR R ~xp i. L.'"- Le.. -w!) i.1 • 
The light intensity is 
Na i (SoT~l:)\ (s~ t~J-: ~s: -+~\<: t~! R(l -t 5oR~ • 
Let Sd = a + jb and Rd = c + jd, 'Where a, b, c, and d are: 
o... -= cl.s 6 cos (K [Ls+ Os ~\n (w~ t -r61 s )3 -w0{) :: ols5 lD5f?t. 
b = ol~ '=> s,n (K. f L~ +o s ~,,.., (w5 i +Ds.)5- wJ.) ~ o<~ 45 S"lti Q( 
C..: cole. f<. c.os ( K LR .. ~I) ·t') ~ c,( 1<~ co:::. ~ 
d ::, Q( p. R ~' ("\ ( K L Q - WC) t) -= o< ~ Q. s \V''I ~ • 
Note that 
5a~Jj, ': r;l'+b4 
and then 
cJ-+'o'-
= (~C -t bd) +- -j ( bL - Od) 
= (a~ +bd\ - j (be- ~cl) 
/\Jd o1. la'+b') + (c 1 ...-d~) -.. Z (()~ -tbd) • 
Using various trigonaretric identities: 
o.~+b"': {ol~~\;' C'J.+d"Z. = («~R)~ 
and o C-+ bd : ot' ~A.SI< c.o ~ ( I< ( /..~ - '-". ') + k..ls 511"'1 ( ws i -1-l>t )) • 
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Note that k(Ls - Lr) is sinply the
 pathlength difference with
 
no vibration and can be repr
esented by a phase oonstant
 
New, Nd can be written as 
Nd d (.tsS)1. +(«1tR'f+2«'sor'R.5Rc.o~(d>
+4<ds$tl"l(Wst+t9~)) • 
Using trigonanetric identiti
es and the fourier series g
iven in 
eqs. 4.18 in the text of th
e report, the final form is
 written 
as: 
N.d d... (ct.5$)1- + (t.J<e.R)-i. -t 2 o<~~ 5R. tc.o~ ct> J0 (K$5) 
-S1()cp2::f. (Ko"s) Sin( w~J t~~J +" c.os4> Z!~ (Kbs)CDs 
(2wsi -+ 26>.s >] • 
The pa,,er in the cacponents
 is proportional to anplitu
de squared: 
DC cc:tlP)nent: &<~ s')1. +- (o<ft R1.) -t- 2~
~A. 'SR tO':IQ> :11 (l<~s) 
Ws carponent: '[ ¥-"s --~ SR. .61 r.c
b .f. ( J<.o5 )] ~ 
l W.s carp:>nent: [ 4 ~ s ~ a. Sfa CD~ 4) JJ. ( J< ~~ J 1 'l- .
. 
·Assuming the configuration 
shown in Fig. 5. 2 in the· te
xt, the 
SNR of the system may be de
rived. Initially, the atten
uations 
of the signal and reference
 beams, oil~ and r,;,/" , m
ust be 
found. Since there is no s
ignificant change in the pa
th follcwed 
by the signal beam, the sam
e value used for the heterod
yne system 
can be assumed: (-<~~'/= {)."l~ ~~. The path of the re
ference beam 
has changed fran the initia
l set-up, therefore its atte
nuation 
1. 
must be recalculated. The 
calculations for (~R) are shown in 
the table on the follcwing p
age where the values are ob
tained 
fran measurenents in the la
borato:cyor estimated fran i
nfonnation 
in Reference 9. · 
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attenuation of reference beam 
laser output 
pass through beam splitter 
attenuation of beam splitter 
mirror 
attenuation of beam splitter 
'2.. 
Therefore , ( .( R ~) = 55. 7 µW. 
The SNR is given by: 
2.1 nW 
1.0 nW 
.419 nW 
.318 nW 
55. 7 µW 
total attenuation 
of reference beam 
-N 
Jte, ( o,1 ~ s) 2. (c;II(,,_ R) 7-$1,.. z.cJ> f/ { K. ~) 
3.78 dB 
1.20 dB 
7.56 dB 
12.54 dB 
where 
and 
Thus: 
N {o<5S/~ + (,<(iR.')•.;-2{tlf5S')(,tR.R)t:.oscbio(Kfs). -
-
-
-
Choosing the sane values as in the text, then: 
12aramater value 
(r:;<5$).,_ 0. ;;. 1.,1 -IA vJ 
'2. (iL,.f(.) s-s.7 -<AW 
At I ~Hi 
r~ • oS" 
h-v 3.J'-/X.10 .. /9 
t~ 
• 0~ ~ C) 
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First, to detennine the maximum SNR, sin3 r/> must be max:imum. 
This occurs when ~ = k (L - L ) = ~ (n = 1, 3, ••• ) • There-
s r · 
fore, for maximum SNR choose L
9 
- Lr = 1..i). • Replacing all 
these values into the given equation then 
SNRmax = 58. 7 dB • 
Note, when sint.<p = 0, the signal becanes non-existent ! 
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J'.\PPENDIX D - DATA AND TABLES I ''. ! 
- TABLE OF Exf>ERIMENTAL RESULTS 
- TABLE OF SIGNAL - TO - NOISE RATIO 
;/ ' vs. 
ANGLE OF MI SALi GNMENT 
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. ExPERift£NTA1.. RESll.TS 
transducer signal signal I signal 
anplitude level power fa(;:~) (V) (dan) p {nW) s 
5.0 -34.4 363 I .602 
4.2 -35.15 305 I .552 
4.0 -35.9 257 .507 
3.6 -36.0 251 
I 
.501 I I 
i i I 3.2 -36.2 240 i .490 . I I ! . I I i ! I 2.5 -36.8. t 209 I .457 I I I I l I 2.0 -37.1 J 195 I .442 I I i ! i I : 
1.0 -37.95 i 160 I .400 
I 
I 
I I i 
0.5 -38.10 I 155 ! .394 I I I l I 
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SIGNAL - TO - ~ISE RATIO VS, l.\NGLE OF MISALIGNMENT 
2a SNR for o =.OSAo SNR for o =.003).o 
(0) (dB) s (dB) s 
.001 35.87 11.56 
.005 35.80 11.49· 
I 
I 
I 
.01 35.59 I 11.28 I I I 10.93 I 
.015 35.24 I i I i I 10.44 I 
.02 34.74 . ! ! I 
' ;. . 
33.23 
I 8.92 i 
.03 
I 
1 
t I 
.04 30.90 
I 6.60 I 
.OS 27.36 
I 3.06 I 
i 
.06 21.49 1 -2.8 
l 
-7.9 I 
.065 16.38 
I ! I 
-19.3 
.07 4.98 
1 
I 
' 
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